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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

A. Conclusion 

The implementation of the Local Regulation No. 2 of 2010 does 

not work effectively as it is, starting in the form of planning. In carrying 

out the Spatial Plans Regulation, there is still miss communication whether 

it is about the different substance of the Local Regulation or it is a miss 

communication among the officers.  

Furthermore, the regulations which made for the implementation of 

this Local Regulation were not effective because the legislative and 

executive as the lawmaker also the executor of the law/regulation. The 

implementation will not work if Local Regulation was not made properly 

for all related parties who implement it.  

Secondly, there was lack of law enforcement given by Local 

Government and the officer who directly face the real situation. The third 

one is lack of cooperation and communication between the Local 

Governments and the city population. 

B. Recommendation 

1. Recommendation for Local Government  

The Mayor of Yogyakarta as Regional Head must be consistent, 

have a commitment to implement the Local Regulation on Spatial 

Plans, and increase the law enforcement against violation. The Mayor 

also must understand the Local Regulation that signed by him has 
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already suitable and can be used by the related Government Structure 

Organization/OPD as one as a proper and synchronize guidelines. 

The DPRD as the supervisor of the implementation of the local 

Regulation and also part of the legislative organ must check more on 

the substance of the regulation whether it is suitable or contradict to 

the upper Law.  

The Official and related OPD should do more socialization on the 

Local Regulation on spatial plans and its implementation. The 

coordination and communication between the stakeholders and the 

local government need to have more monitoring and assessment. 

2. Recommendation for Society 

The city population must be aware of the implementation of the 

Local Regulation on spatial plans in their own region, by involving in 

the controlling of utilization of the spatial plan. The spatial plans will 

not work well without the participation of society. Hhvchvhshvvhshs           


